Message from the NTCAA 2010 Workshop Organizers

Welcome to the Second International Workshop on Network Traffic Control, Analysis and Applications (NTCAA 2010). The First NTCAA International Workshop was held in conjunction with the Second International Conference on Computer Science and its Applications in Jeju, Korea in 2009. This is the second edition of NTCCA and will be held together with Fifth International Conference on Broadband and Wireless Computing, Communication and Applications (BWCCA 2010) from 4-6 November 2010 at Fukuoka Institute of Technology (FIT), Japan.

Networks of today are getting very complex. Therefore, network traffic control and analysis are very important aspects that should be investigated. Also, new paradigms for solving complex problems by enabling large-scale aggregation and sharing of computational, data and other geographically distributed resources are appearing. Now, new types of networks with different features and characteristics are integrated together. These topics require the investigation of many issues such as effective harnessing of Internet connected resources, development of new methods and techniques, which offer users a transparent, efficient and secured access to resources, efficient allocation of resources, decentralization and self-organization. These issues present nowadays real challenges to the development of large distributed systems and applications. The aim of this workshop is to present innovative research, methods and techniques related to Network Traffic Control, Network Performance Analysis and Evaluation, Network Security, P2P, Ad Hoc Networks, Sensor Networks and Internet Computing.

For organizing an international workshop, the support and help of many people is needed. First, we would like to thank all the authors for submitting their papers and reviewers who carefully evaluated the submitted papers.

We hope that you find NTCAA 2010 final program inspiring and that the workshop provides you with opportunity to interact, share ideas with, and learn from the other researchers working in the fields of network traffic control, analysis and applications. We also encourage you to continue to participate in future editions of NTCAA workshop in order to contribute to the growing of this community.
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